Invited Webinar

Join us on Microsoft Teams (code tvcu60f) or on the [TMS/UNIVAQ e-learning platform](#) for our next event:

“*How to ruin your presentation*”

**Presented by Prof. Jürgen Flöge**
Aachen University Hospital, Aachen, Germany

**Chaired by Prof. Anna Maria Teti**
University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila, Italy
Exceptionally held on **Monday 14 December 2020, 14:00-15:00** (Please notice the change of date and time)

Are you sure your presentations are clear, nice and effective?
Join us for this webinar and you will find out if this is the case

Prof Jürgen Flöge is an eminent and experienced scientist and in this webinar he will provide us with an overview on how to prepare and deliver an effective presentation. We will learn about what to avoid, what to be careful about, and the top mistakes probably everyone has made when preparing their presentations! Do you want to avoid “ruining” your presentation? Then do not miss this event!

"See" you there!

**Did you know?**

TMS meetings provide 0.5 D & F credits for Biotechnology, Medical Biotechnologies, Biological Sciences, Health and Nutrition Biology, Medical School and are suitable as a PhD complementary activity, so why not come along and see?

**Disclaimer**

TMS meetings are recorded for internal use and posted on Microsoft Stream to give a chance to see the meeting even to UNIVAQ members who could not follow it live.
When you see the "recording started" notice and continue to follow the webinar you agree to this.

Visit our website!

http://tmsunivaq.wix.com/discab